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INTRODUCTION

Located in south-central Minnesota approximately 45 miles
northwest of downtown Minneapolis, Wright County is the ninth
largest County in Minnesota in terms of population, with a 1986
estimate of 64,219. Wright County has approximately 700 square
miles in land and water area, including 20 townships and all or
part of 16 incorporated cities. In percentage terms, Wright has
been one of the fastest growing counties in Minnesota over the
past 20 years, due partly to its location, but also to the
attractive areas for residential development including 298 lakes
over 10 acres in size.

Wright County is predominately rural in nature, but so
located as to be subject to ever mounting pressures for suburban
development. Wright is the only County adjacent to Hennepin
County which is not a part of the Twin Cities Metropolitan
Council, but Wright County is inextricably tied to the Twin
Cities economically, and is greatly affected by many 'of the same
forces which affect the metropolitan region. In addition, much:
of northwestern Wright County is less than 20 miles from downtown~
St. Cloud, another growing urban area with a complete services
base and a state university campus. The major interstate highway
serving central Minnesota (I-94) passes through northern Wright
County on its way out from the .Twin Cities, and two other'major
trunk highways provide access to the metropolitan area through
central (State Highway 55) and southern (U.S. 12) Wright County.

As a result of extremely rapid and uncontrolled growth,
particularly in the northeastern part of the County, in the
1960's and 1970'.s, Wright County became involved in planning and
land use controls. These have applied only to the unincorporated
township areas, while the cities do their own regulation.
Frankfort Township, which due to its location has been
particularly subject to development pressures, has also
independently performed its own planning and zoning, though in -
close cooperation with the County (see appendix A). In 1978,
Wright County adopted a Comprehensive Plan which specifically
addressed agricultural preservation and protection, and also
adopted strict agricultural protection ordinances, modeled after
those being used in some outlying parts of the metropolitan
region. This new Land Use Flan also includes an agricultural
protection element, but provides significant areas for urban
growth in and around existing cities and also large areas for
exurban or rural growth in those areas unsuited to long term
agricultural use.
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A. Local Governmental Units

As mentioned briefly in the introduction, there are a number
of governmental units within the County which have an interest in
land use planning. Unlike many counties, no one subunit
dominates Wright County either in physical or population size.
(see table 1) In fact, of the five largest subunits in the
County, three are townships (Otsego, Monticello and Rockford)
while two are cities (Buffalo, Monticello). In addition to the
cities and townships, the Wright County Soil and Water
Conservation District and Clearwater River Watershed District
play roles in land use planning, though in specialized areas.
Two lake improvement districts have been formed in recent years,
but their major activities concern very limited areas and
problems. The Monticello Orderly Annexation Area Board regulates
land use within an area of Monticello Township surrounding the
City of Monticello; it was created by joint agreement between the
County and City and township of Monticello. .The County contains
all or part of fourteen school districts and one hospital
district, but these subunits do not normally become active
participants in the land use regulation process.

The Wright County Planning and Zoning Office provides
planning services and administers all land use regulations for t

nineteen of the twenty townships and the Monticello Orderly
* Annexation Area. The sixteen cities and Frankfort Township

perform. planning and zoning activities on their own, coordinating
efforts when needed and. possible. By state statute, all
Frankfort Township regulations are at least as strict as the

; County's and, in fact, modeled after the County regulations in
most instances.

While Wright County does not participate in the land use
planning process within the cities, the County obviously can
have an effect on these units with its planning. It has been
County policy since the mid-1970's to promote orderly development-
within or near the existing cities, while limiting development in
outlying areas. The County does not participate in economic
development programs which would subsidize or promote residential
or commercial/industrial development outside the cities. The
cities in Wright County, to varying degrees, have very
substantial public and private investments in public services,
economic development, infrastructure and development plans and
programs which the County does not desire to ignore nor
counteract. To help protect these investments, and promote their
wise and economical use, Wright County plans to continue to
enforce programs that will inhibit developmental sprawl in the
townships.

The major facet of municipal involvement in this plan,
therefore, was the development of the "Major Growth Areas" which
the land use plan maps designate around every city. County staff
obtained relevant data from each city very early in the planning
process. The cities have varying levels of expertise and
services, but a wide variety of information became available,
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The Wright County Soil and Water Conservation District, the
Clearwater Watershed District, the Pulaski Lake Improvement
District and the Lake Charlotte Lake Improvement District are
other governmental units which may get involved in land use
planning matters. Cooperation between staff personnel of the
Soil and Water Conservation District and the County Planning and
Zoning Office is very common, and mutually beneficial. Review o
specific projects, as well as overall plans and policies
constantly takes place. The Watershed District, as well as the
Lake Improvement Districts, are special purpose agencies which
are not as involved in overall County-wide planning. However,
County staff, and particularly Environmental Health staff, do
assist the Districts in many ways, and the Districts are asked t
review matters which may affect their interests. Wright County
is pursuing the compilation and-adoption of a Water Management
Plan within two to three years. That planning process will
involve a great deal of participation by all these Districts.

- In summary, the compilation of the Wright County Land Use
Plan has not, and could not have been completed in a vacuum. The..,
integration of municipal plans into the County plan was very
important. The County staff's. intimate familiarity with County-7
wide regulations (including shorelands) and the activities of .-

other agencies involved in land use made compilation 'of the Land.
Use Plan a process .which.:should address the concerns of other

- affected agencies. The public .participation process, to be
discussed later, will also promote the goals of consistency and..
compatability.
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to actually occur. Limits on growth for other areas can then be
justified.

The main objective of the data gathering and analysis
described in Chapters II and III is to determine which areas of
the County are best suited to provide for growth and change.
Growth and change can come in many forms and there are demands
for many types of development in Wright County. Some areas may
be well suited for high density development, while others are
better suited to a mixture of agriculture and hobby farms, or
agricultural uses. Determining which areas are best suited to
which uses is the most difficult and time consuming part of any
plan. In an ideal situation, the exact amount of land needed for
each type of use in the County could be predicted, and the proper
areas and locations set aside for each use. In reality, it is
impossible to make such accurate predictions, or to control when
and where land becomes available for development. By providing a
wide variety of "developmental" land use districts in this. plan,
and more than enough area than can reasonably be expected to be
used in every such district, the plan can allow for significant
growth to occur, while providing for agricultural protection and:.
the other goals at the same time. -r

*MAJOR GOAL: TO PROTECT AGRICULTURAL LANDS FROM
ENCROACHMENT BY INCOMPATIBLE USES. AND PROVIDE ASSURANCES
THAT SUCH AREAS WILL REMAIN AGRICULTURAL IN NATURE..

At the time this is written, the agricultural economy is ju-st
starting to revive from a depression, and commodity surpluses -
still make occassional headline stories. Some think it ludicrous
to promote agricultural preservation against such a backdrop, but
more than ample justification for the idea exists. Planning, by-
definition, must prepare for the future, and hence Rust not make
decisions based solely on the vagaries of short term economic
factors. Farming is the basic industry of the nation, and
particularly the Midwest. Hundreds of agricultural and directly
related jobs exist in Wright County. Despite advances in
technology, nothing can replace good soil for producing food and
fiber, and the supply of farm land is absolutely finite. Once
converted to urban uses, farmland is lost to production for
generations, at least. With an ever growing world population,
and starvation and'malnutrition far from eradicated, there is
bound to be an ever growing need for production. Short term
surpluses can dwindle very quickly due to war, famine, political
change and the age-old bane of farming, the weather. To allow
the unnecessary loss of farms and farmland to proceed with no
attempt at preservation can and will be viewed as folly by future
generations. Wright County alone cannot affect the global and
national factors affecting the farm economy. However, the County
can take certain actions to protect farmland and farming.

Farmland includes cultivated fields, pasture, vineyards,
woodlots, wetlands and other rural lands. The protection of
prime farm lands (soils) from conversion to non-farm uses is only
the most obvious facet of agricultural protection. Tree lines.
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A. PoDulation

Table I-1 lists the current population of Wright County and
each city and township in the County, based on the 1980 U.S.
Census, and also 1985 and 1986 estimates by the Wright County
Planning & Zoning Office and the Minnesota State Demographer,
respectively. At this point in time, the County can be
characterized as a "far suburban" or
exurban area on the outer fringe of the metropolitan area. No
one large city dominates the County's population base, but
several of the small cities are growing rapidly. Several of the
townships also have a large suburban population, but it is
concentrated in relatively small areas. By far, the majority of
the land area in the County is still rural and agricultural in
nature.

- Population Chanae

The change in the nature of Wright County's population from
rural farm to predominately urban and rural nonfarm took place
jsut during the past twenty years. Graph II-1, Population
Totals, very clearly illustrates the dramatic population increase i.i
from 1960 to 1980, a doubling of the County's population. Like
most rural, agricultural areas, Wright County'_ population held
steady or decreased from 1900 to 1950. Due to its location, and
especially to major.:highway. improvements-providing access to the
metropolitan area;:. gr.owth:.in: the Co nty's population began slowly

* in the 1950's, increased. rapidly in the 1960's and culminated in
a tremendous surge in.the 1970's.

* That this, change....in Wright County's population is not due to. .
.* . internal. factors and- an increase. in farm populations is obvious.- .

* The amount of human labor needed to work any given amount of
farmland has steadily decreased over time, although employment
tied to agriculture in related sectors is still significant.

* Graph II-2, Population Change, points out the complete reversal
of the nature of Wright County's population from 1940 to 1980.
The graph classifies population figures as Urban (living in
cities of 2500 or more), Rural Nonfarm (living in smaller cities %i5

* or unincorporated areas and not engaged in farming) and Rural
Farm (living in unincorporated areas and directly engaged in
farming). In 1940, approximately 65% of the County's population
was classified as Rural Farm, while there was no Urban
population. By 1970, the City of Buffalo population exceeded
2500, and the Rural Farm populationrhad decreased in numbers,
leading to an approximate8~ bs425°% Rural Farm and 67% Rural :2.9

* Nonfarm breakdown. At the 1980 Census, the Rural Farm population
had further decreased to 13% of the total, while the Urban
increased to 13% (as Monticello joined Buffalo with population

* over 2500) and the Rural Nonfarm became 74%. While some of this
growth and change did take place in the small cities besides
Buffalo and Monticello, particularly Delano, Ro6kford and St.

* Michael, the majority of the population growth from 1960 to 19801 i
did take place in unincorporated areas, and was truly Rural
Nonfarm in nature.
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FoPuLATION DATA LWRIEHT COUNTY COUNTS.ESTIhATES,AND PROJECTIONS

POPULATION--U.S. CECIU J Ea _
10 7019t2-80 Est.

1960 1970 lis9 I IH8R. I99611)
est. 1980-65
19E5(2)1Z INCR.

PROJECTIONS (3)
1990 1995 2000 2005 2010TOWNSHIPS

ALFION
BUFFALO
CHATHAh1
CLEARW; TER
C8OKATO
CORINNA
FRANKFODR
FRANKLIN
FRElNCH LAKE
XonPLE LAKE
MARYSVILLE
MIDDLEVILLE
MONTICELLO
OTSESO
ROCKFORD
SILVER CREEK.
8DLUTHSIDE
STOCKHOLA
VICTOR
WOOD LAND

937
1056

459
413
875
804
944

1275
78?
727
949
B12

1080
922

96'
466
774
795
e2s

969
1236

890
585
754

1109
1372
18O6

624
1226
1481
1016
2240
1526
1626
1102

168
670
637'
876

1127
1870
1268
1153
747

1831
2170
2712

q36
1718
1944
109S
3586
4769
3151
1778
1475
779

1012
1098

* 16.311
51. 29Z
42. 471
57. 079
25.601
65.101
58.161
50. 00Z
13. 591
40. 131
31.261
7.58Z

60.16E
212. 521
93.791
61 .341
60.6SX
2 12. 01

25. 34'

1107
1919
1266
1234
qq6

1956
2219
2877
899

1733
21 13
1059
3825
633
3453
1935
1509
801
1074
1123

1,19
2054
1364
1264
990

2018
2677
29!3
1019
le52
2084
1161
3972

3421
1942
15,23
814

1081
1157

6.391
9.86Z
7.601
9.651
4 5 9

10. 191
23.37;
7.421
S.1, I
7.6 1Z
7.181
6.25I

10.681Z
10. 6 11
8.561
9.201
7. 41
4.44%
6.22%
5.341

!276 1357 1444 1536 163.4
2257 2480 2724 2953 3288
1468 150 1700 1229 1962
1386 1520 1666 1827 2003
1036 1084 1133 1165 1240
2223 2450 2699 2974 3277
3303 4074 5026 6201 7649
3129 3362 36!1 3879 4167
1110 1205 1317 1434 1562
1997- 2153 2321 2502 2;97
2233 2393 2565 2749 2947
1234 1311 1393 1460 1572
4411 4691 5423 6013 6667
5835 6453 7139 7895 8733
3714 4031 4377 4751 5158
2120 2315 2529 2761 3015
1699 1224 1956 2102 2256
850 E97 9 ':._9.68 1011

1155 1234 131i8 'T8 1504
1218 IE23 1352 i'424 1500

I TOTALS 16911 23027 36419 57.751 39733 39847 9.41Z 43653 47291 52620 57911 63824

CITIES

ALBERTVILLE
ANNANDALE
BUFFALO :
CLEARWATER
COKATO
DAYTON (WRI6HT)
DELANO
HANOVER (WRI6HT
HOWARD LAKE
MAPLE LAKE
MONTICELLO
MONTROSE
ROCKFORD
ST. MICHAEL
SOUTff HAVEN
WAVERLY

279
5s4

2322
274

1356
56

1612
176

1007
1018
1477
360
490
707
328
574

451
1234
3275

262
1735

48
1851
269

1162
1124
1636

379
566

1021
238
573

564
1568
4560

379
2056

70
2480

399
1240
1132
2830

762
202B'
1519
205
470

25.062 742
27. 071 1751
39.241 5063
34.401 45B
16.501 2105
45.831 75
33.761 2526
48. 331 384
6.711 1270
0.71Z 1192

72.981 3363
101.06Z 760
257.041 2082
48.78% 1860

-13.87% 245
-17. 981 590

S03
1719
51!22

455
2126

70
2 554

439
1342
1287
3620

862
2362
1946
207
482

42.44%
9.£61

12.32'I
20. 051
3.3 7I
0.00%
2. 992

10.11%
8.19%

13.741
27.91%
13. 10%
17. 461
28.1Z4

1.09Z
'2. 64%

1144 1630 2322 3307 4711
1885 2068 2267 2486 2726
5753,_M 62 7252 8153 9156

546* 656 7B7 945 1134
2198 2272 2345 2428 2511
.70 70 70 70 70

2631 2710 2791 2874 2960
484 533 587 646 711

1451 1570 1659 1833 1589
1464 1665 1894 2154 2450
4630 5923 7576 5670 12395
975 1102 1247 1410 1595

2798 3227 3861 4535 53,26
24?4 3196 4096 5248 6725

209 212 214 216 219
495 50E 522 535 549

TOTALS 13024 15846 22262. 40.491 24486

50.721 64215

25418 14.121

65265 11.221

' 29229 33863 39538 46537 55230

72862 21754 92156 104448 119078SRAND TOTAL 29935 36933 52621

J
STATE DEO5RAPHER PROJECTIONS (1980) 67601 78043 86E53 59248 110560 121561

(I)Sy State Desographer (2)1
(3) Assuates increase at 1980-65 rate

By Wright County Planning and loning Office

TABLE II-1
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B. Physical Features
st What follows is a review of several "physical feature" data
sets which were used in the compilation of the Land Use Plan.
The way in which the data was used, and how it affected the plan
is described in more detail in Chapter III. Briefly, analysis
was done with the assistance of a computerized Land Management
Information System developed by the Minnesota State Planning
Agency, Land Management Information Center. (L.M.I.C.) The data
is displayed on maps generated by this system, which analyzes
spatial data by breaking an area down into grids composed of
equal sized squares. For this Land Use Plan, the smallest
practical grid size was 10 acres, so that all data is generalized

; into squares no smaller than 10 acres in size. This necessarily
requires some loss of detail, but still provides a very thorough
review of an area the size of Wright County. The computer system

i adequately compensates for this loss of detail by providing many
: mapping, data combination, classification, and tabular summary

techniques which would be extremely difficult, if not practically
.. impossible, without the computer as a tool.

- Important Farmlands. Map II-4

Soils are important..to any land use. study, especially. when..-
development is contemplated.. Inclusion of a. very. detailed soil
study, such as when a particulary parcel. of property is reviewed
for development, .would..be impractical..when studying an area the
size of Wright:County..:.. Since:the..:thrust of this plan is the
protection of agriculture, a more.generalized.soil.study was
used. It is the Important Farmlands may created by the .United

* States Department of. Agr.i.culture.,:.Soil Conservation. Ser.vice for
Wright County. Original mylar copies of the map were fortunately

. obtained from the U.S.D.A.. regional. office and photographically.
transfered to computer data by L.M.I.C.

Definitions of the three types of farmland on the map are as
follows:

Prime farmland -

Prime farmland is land that has the best combination of
physical and chemical characteristics for-producing food,
feed, forage, fiber, and oilseed crops, and is also
available for these uses (the land could be cropland,
pastureland, forest land, or some other land use; but not
urban built-up land or water). It has the soil quality,
growing season, and moisture supply needed to economically
produce sustained high yields of crops when treated and
managed, including water managment, according to acceptable
farming methods.

In general, prime farmlands have an adequate and dependable
water supply from precipitation, *a favorable temperature and
growing season, acceptable acidity or alkalinity, acceptable
salt and sodium content, and few or no rocks. They are
permeable to water and air. Prime farmlands are not
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) Additional Farmland of Local Imnportance -

In some local areas there is concern.for certain additional
farmlands for the production of food, feed, fiber, forage,
and oilseed crops, even though these lands are not
identified as having national or statewide importance.
Where appropriate, these lands are to be identified by the
local agency or agencies concerned. In places, additional
farmlands of local importance may include tracts of land
that have been designated for agriculture by local
ordinance. This category will not be used without approval
of the state soil scientist.

Tabie II - 4 shows the size of areas of Wright County which fall
into each of the classifications on the Important Farmlands map.

Table II-4, Important Farmlands

Classification Acreage Percent of County

Prime Farmlands 138,740 30%

Statewide Importance:;;: .....? : 198,500 43%

Local Importance 3,710 1%

Urban Areas 23,420 5%

Water Areas 29,890 6%

Other Lands 68,630 15%

- Flood Prone Areas. Map II-5

Federal, State and County policies prevent or severely limit
development on flood prone lands. Both the prevention of danger
to residents and property damage are important reasons for these
restrictions, as many flood-prone areas appear, during dry
periods, to be very attractive for development. Flood prone
areas serve a vital function for the entire public, however, in
lessening the severity of flood events as water is carried away.
In a developing area where surface runoff constantly increases,
flood prone areas are especially important. Filling and/or
developing such areas diminishes the capacity to conduct flood
waters safely. Floodway areas are those where strong currents
and intensive flooding will occur, and little or no development
activity is allowed. Flood fringe areas are those subject to
flooding as "backwater" type areas where very limited
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Urban and Miscellaneous - The following four classes were
grouped together for purposes of the Land Use Plan:

Urban Non-Residential or Mixed Residential Development -

A 10 containing at least one commercial, industrial, or
institutional facility and may or may not contain
residential development.

Transportation - A 10 in which the dominant land use
consists of facilities for the conveyance of people or
materials.

Urban Open - A 10 in which the dominant use is an urban
open space (e.g., cemetery, golf course, park, etc.)

Extractive - A 10 in which the dominant land use consists of
the extraction of minerals; including ancillary facilities.
Examples are mines, tailing piles, gravel pits.

One flaw in the use of this system for the Land Use Plan needs to
be mentioned. The "Residential" class which was useful for-park:
planning purposes, overstates the amount bf land devoted to
residential use in rural areas. If any part of a 10 acre cell
contained a residence, the entire 10 acres was classified
\residential.. Especially in low-density rural and agricultural.
areas, where a house may be surrounded by eight acres of woods or
cultivated land, much more area will show up as residential than
actually exists. In the process of preparing the Land Use Plan,
other factors were-used to counteract this problem, such as
distance from incorporated cities and the residential density and
Intensity of Growth Maps (II-2 and II-3). r

Table II-7 Land Use/Cover

Classification

Water Bodies

Cultivated Fields

Marsh/Wetland

Forested

Acreage

29, 600v

242,280

17,170

63,740-

Percent of.County

6%

52%

4%

14% L..

Residential (Urban or Rural) 73, 890v 16%

i:.§

l
Urban and Misc.

Pasture and Open

7,680 2%

28, 360v 6%
' I.. I- . . ,
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I MaD II-7 Land Use/Cover)

Cultivated - 10 points
Pasture - 5 points
Residential - 5 points
Water - 20 points
Marsh/wetland - 20 points
Others - 0 points

Map II-6 Ditches

Contribute to ditch - 5 points

Map III-1 Woods

Part of Large Wooded area - Minus 5 points

The computer program analyzed each remaining cell after
prior decisions and assigned points based on the above factors:-:..:
If the cell accumulat.ed..20..or .more..points., then..it.was designated;
Agricultural; if not,. it was..de.signated.Agricultural-Residential..-
Agricultural-Residential. areas which are less than.80 acres inn.
size are then.conv-erted.:back.:t6..Agricultural... The result-is that.
302,130.'acres .:ar.e.tdesignated<Agr.icu-turalw.and.43.,340 acres. are.:..
designated AgriculturaL/Residential ......

Table III-2, Land Use.Plan - Draft.Map Districts summarizes the.
districts and acreage in each across.the County. The column. . .
labeled "Zoned Agricultural" gives the acreage, where
appropriate, within each plan district.which is currently zoned
A-1 or A-2, and therefore not intensely developed: Map III -3 is
the land use plan map derived from the programming described
above.

Table III-2 Land Use Plan - Draft MaP Districts

Percent of
County I

Zoned
AgriculturalDistrict Acreage

Agricultural 302,130 66%
Agricultural/Residential 43,340 9%
Residential Large Lot 10,040. 2%
Residential 11,240 2%
Commercial 300 <1%
Limited Industrial. 1,370 <1%
Incorporated Cities' 19;520 -
Major Growth Areas 11,070 2%
Public Lands 11,420 2%
Flood Prone Areas 21,640 5%
Lakes (water) 28,570 6%

all
all

6,270 acres jib
3,230 acres

none L
none

8,870 acres
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WRIGHT COUNTY
TOWNSHIP LOCATION MAP

URBAN AREAS

1. ALBERTVILLE
2. ANNANDALE
3. BUFFALO
4. CLEARWATER

5. COKATO
6. DAYTON
7. DELANO
8. HANOVER

9. HOWARD LAKE
10. MAPLE LAKE
11. MONTICELLO
12. MONTROSE

13. ROCKFORD
14. ST. MICHAEL
15. SOUTH HAVEN
16. WAVERLY

MAP I-1
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